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1. Let N be the set of positive integers, let £ be the Banach space

of all bounded real-valued functions on N, and let P+ be its positive

cone, i.e., P+= |/GP|/(«) ^0 for all «GAJ. If f-gEE+ we shall
say f^g. If JEN, we say / has density a, or d(J) =0, if

(1.1) lim„ (l/n)C{/n{l, 2, •••,»}} =a.
(Here and henceforth C(S) means the number of elements in S.) The

intimate connection between density and Cesàro summability is seen

in the fact that (1.1) is identical with

(1.2) lim„(l/«)E;=iX/(i)=a, _
where %J is the characteristic function of /. The following well-known

(e.g. [2, p. 38]) theorem is therefore not surprising.

Theorem. LetfEE+. Then lim» (l/«)E"-i/(i)=° (»A.,/« (C, 1)
summable to 0) if and only if there exists a partition N= J\JK such that

diJ)=0 and limnSK/(») =0.

2. The following concept of F-summability, or almost-convergence,

is due to Lorentz [4].

Definition 1. A bounded sequence/is F-summable to a if

(2.1) lim„ (l/«)E"-i/(i + &)=a, uniformly in k.
The above definition reveals that Psummability seems to be

related to the (C, 1) method. Also, there is clearly a notion of density

which corresponds F-summability in just the way that ordinary den-

sity corresponds to (C, 1) summability; in agreement with the nota-

tions of [l; 5], where it is used extensively, we call it r-density.

Definition 2. Let JEN. We say driJ) = a if

(2.2) lim„ (l/n)C{jr\{k + l, k + 2, - ■ ■ , k+n} } = a, uniformly in

k, or, equivalently,

(2.3) limn (1/») E"=i Xjij-r-k) =a, uniformly in k.

One is now tempted to conjecture a strict analogy to the theorem

of §1, with F-summability and r-density replacing (C, 1) summability

and ordinary density. In the present paper we prove the falsity of

such a conjecture; more precisely, we prove

Theorem 1. Let fEE+. Then the statement

(2.4) There exists a partition N = JUK such that dT(/) = 0 and
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linineK fin) =0 implies the statement

(2.5) lim„ (1/w) H*-if(j+k) =0 uniformly in k;
but the reverse implication is false.

In fact it will be shown that even (4.5) below, which is a weaker

assumption than (2.4), implies (2.5), but not conversely. In §3 we

shall give a characterization of r-density in terms of Banach limits,

and use it in §§4 and 5 to prove the result in Theorem 1.

3. Let £' be the conjugate space of E. If t/>'££' and/££, (d>',f)

denotes the value of <p' at/. We shall call e/>' a Banach limit if

(3.1) ||<y|| = l;
(3.2) (</>', w) = l, where w££ is given by u(n) = l for all »£A7;

(3.3) (<£', Tf—f) = 0 for all/££, where T is the translation oper-

ator, (F/)(«)=/(» + l) for all nEN.

We denote by M' the set of all Banach limits; M' is convex and

weak-* compact and nonempty [3]. For any /££, the set (M', /),

i.e., {(</>',/)\(b'EM'}, is a closed interval; by Lorentz' theorem [4],

(M', f) reduces to a single point if and only if / is F-summable to

that number. More generally,

Lemma 1.

(3.4) Max (M',/) =lim sup„ sup* (1/m) HUfU+k) ; and
(3.5) Min (M', /) =lim infB inf. (1/«) HUfU+k).

Lemma 1 is a combination of the three lemmas of §2 of [l], for

the case of the translation mapping. Equivalent expressions for the

bounds of (M',f) are given in [3] and [4].

Definition 3. Let JEN. Then
(3.6) AT(J) = max (M',Xj);

(3.7) ÔT(J)= min (M',Xj).

Using Lemma 1, (3.6) and (3.7) may be rewritten

(3.8) Ar(/)=limsupBsup*(l/»)C{/n{jfe + l,ife + 2, • ■ -,k+n}};
and

(3.9) 5r(J)=\iminíniník(l/n)C{jr\{k + l,k+2, ■ ■ ■ ,k+n}}.

Comparing these formulas with (2.2), it is clear that dT(J) exists if

and only if AT(J) =8r(J), and it is their common value.

We now gather some simple facts for later reference:

Lemma 2.

(3.10) ///££+ and d,'EM', then (<b',f) ̂ 0.
(3.11) dr(J) =0 if and only if ($', xj)=0for all cp'EM'.
(3.12) If NiEN (i= 1, 2, • • • , r), and if dT(Ni)=0 for each i, then

dr(\Jri.1Ni) = 0.
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(3.13) If fEE, gEE, and if fin) = gin) except on a set of r-density
zero, then (0', /) = i<¡¡', g) for all (¡¡'EM'.

(3.14) If N=J\JK is a partition, then Ar(J) +5T(A) = 1.

Proof. (3.10) is an easy and often remarked consequence of (3.1)

and (3.2). We shall also use it in the form, if fúg, and <¡¡'EM', then

((¡¡', f) g ((¡¡', g). (3.11) follows from Definition 3 and the demand that
upper and lower r-densities be equal.

To prove (3.12), notice first that XuJf,= Exä> By (3.11), we must

show that if (¡¡'EM', then ((¡¡', xu^) = 0. But by (3.10), (d¡', XUtf,)

= i<t>', Ex^i) = E(<p'> Xn,), which is 0 by (3.11) and the hypothesis.
Thus i4¡', Xutf¿) = 0, but it cannot be less than 0, by (3.10), because

Xu^èO.
We shall prove (3.13) in the form: if &(»)=0 except on the set

KEN, with driK) = 0, then (<p', h)=0 lor all (¡¡'EM'. But -||ä||x*

£hú\\h\\xK, so that by (3.10) -\\h\\((¡¡', x*)á(</>', h) í\\h\\((¡>', Xk).
But from (3.11) we know that (<p', xk) =0.

To prove (3.14): For every (¡¡'EM', (<p', x/)+ (<£', Xx) = l because

Xj+Xx = », the unit function of (3.2). Since max (M', xj) is actually

achieved, it is taken on at some (¡¡' at which min (M', xk) is achieved.

(3.14) thus follows from Definition 3.

4. Theorem 3. If fEE, (4.1) is equivalent to (4.2), and (4.3) implies
them both. If fEE+, all three statements are equivalent:

(4.1) lim„ (1/w) E"-i/0+&) =0, uniformly in k.

(4.2) (M',/)=0.
(4.3) For every 5>0, there exists a partition N=J\JK, with dT(J)

= 0, such that if nEK, \f(n)\ <5.

Proof. The equivalence of (4.1) and (4.2) was proved already by

Lorentz; it is the direct result of the comparison of (3.4) and (3.5).

To show (4.3) implies (4.2), let S>0 be given, and J and K taken as

in (4.3). Put g =f on K, g = 0 on J. Then by (3.13), (0', g) = (<¡¡',f) for
all^'Glf. But ||g|| <5, hence | (<p', g)| <ô, hence | (<p',/)| <5. As this
holds for all ô>0, we obtain (4.2).

Finally, if /G£+, we wish to prove (4.2) implies (4.3). Suppose,

denying (4.3), there exists 5>0 such that /= {«GA|/(m)>5} does

not have r-density 0. Then by (3.11), there exists (¡¡'EM' such that

i<t>', Xj)=ol>0. Butf^ôxj, hence (0',/)^5a>O, i.e., (4.2) is denied.

Theorem 4. LetfEE+. Then (4.4)=>(4.5)=î>(4.6).
(4.4) There exists a partition N=JUK such that dT(7)=0 and

Hmn€X /(«)= 0.
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(4.5) For every a>0, there exists a partition N—J\JK such that

At(J) <a, and limneK f(n) =0.

(4.6) The function f is F-summable to 0 (i.e., any of the statements

(4.1), (4.2), or (4.3)).

Proof. (4.4) obviously implies (4.5). Given (4.5), and 4>'EM', and

any a>0, it suffices to show (</>',/) <a, for then (4.2) follows. Choose,

by (4.5), the partition N = JVJK such that Ar(/)<(a/2||/||), and

limBGir/(w) =0. Then put K — Ki\JK2, where Ki is a finite set and

fin) <a/2 if m£F:2. Since Kx has zero T-density, AT(/WFi) < (a/2||/||).

Now (</>',/) g u/11 (<*>', xjukÙ + (a/2) (<*>', XK,) á 11/11 AT( JVKi) +a/2 =a.

5. Theorem 4 shows that (4.5) and certainly therefore (4.4) implies

(2.5), and thus the first part of Theorem 1 is proved. We now con-

struct a function /££ countering the converse assertion. This is

achieved as follows.

We first devise the partition N = [)"Ni, where the elements of Ni

are most conveniently given by the columns of the following table:

Ni

11

N*

12

N»

13

Nt

10

14

AT6

15

and so on. Each Ni is a subsequence of N with constant second differ-

ences; from (3.8) it is easily calculable that dTiN{) =0 for all iEN.

Lemma 3. Let K EN. IfKT\Ni is finite for each iEN, then 5TiK) = 0.

Proof. From (3.9), it suffices to show that for every nEN there

exists kEN such that Kr^{k + l, k+2, ■ • • , k+n} is empty. Now,
given », the set K = (AV\K)UiN3nK)\J • ■ ■ W(iVB+1nFJ) is finite.

Let k be chosen (a) greater than all members of K, (b) a member of
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Ni, and (c) large enough so that k + lEN2, k+2EN3, • • ■ , k+n

ENn+i. Then KT\{k + l, k+2, • • • , k+n} is empty, because it is

a subset of K, and yet is composed entirely of integers larger than

any member of K.

Definition of/. Put/(re) = l/i if nEN,.

Theorem 5. The function f defined above is in E+ and it is F-sum-

mable to 0, but it does not satisfy (4.5).

Proof. Since each N, has r-density zero, the set UÎ FJ¿ has, by

(3.12), r-density zero, for any k. Then, if Jfe>(l/S), the partition

N=iV*1Ki)VJi\J?+lKi) satisfies (4.3). As/££+, (4.2) follows, i.e.,/is
F-summable to 0.

To show/ does not obey (4.5), it suffices to take a= 1 there. Thus

suppose AT(J) <1; we shall show that limnGK/(re)=0 is false, where

N=J\JK is a partition. Now, by (3.14), 5T(FO>0. By Lemma 3,

Ki~\Ni is infinite for some i. But /(re) = l/i for all nEKr\Ni\ hence

fin) does not converge to 0 on K.
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